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Call for Papers
Virtual reality technologies (Virtual and Augmented Reality – VR/AR) provide students an interactive
interface allowing learning and exploring in different themed environments in a more attractive and
motivating way. The teachers are aware that use of 3D images and any viewing technique for introducing
contents help and reinforce learning. In fact, several studies show that virtual and augmented reality
implementation in the classroom helps improving the learning process, increases student’s motivation and
eases the teacher’s work.
Virtual reality technologies have had a significant impact in both research and industry (fields such as
maintenance medicine, tourism, entertainment, marketing…) but many researchers, teachers, and
pedagogues put their focus on new visualization methods for improving the current teaching models. One
of the most promising technologies that currently exist is augmented reality (AR), which allows a
combination of real world elements captured through a camera with multimedia elements such as text,
images, video, or 3D models and animations. Computer Supported Collaborative Learning is a pedagogical
approach that can be used for deploying educational apps based on augmented reality in higher education.
Collaborative learning is a method applied to learners for performing common tasks in small groups in
order to reach shared goals or learning results.
In recent years, they have highlighted the potential for VR / AR in education. In fact, this field is currently
one of the most promising for the design and implementation of Virtual and Augmented Reality apps,
allowing introduce students in immersive and multisensory environments, where they can interact in an
artificial environment, that stimulate their learning process and enables new learning and knowledge
transfer.
The combination of Virtual and Augmented Reality technology with educational subjects brings about a
new type of automated application for the enhancement, effectiveness and attractiveness of teaching and
learning for students in real life. The technology provides a simple way to make progress in the field of
teaching and in learning practice, for instance, to train in tasks of maintenance in industry, or process control
in laboratories. It promotes ‘active’ learning, both in the psychological and physical sense, encouraging
users to have several thinking perspectives, which should set them up adequately for their daily activities.

Based on the above, this call for manuscript submissions mainly focuses on implementing educational
process, methodologies and app based on Virtual Technologies (virtual and augmented reality) in
Engineering Education. This special issue aims at providing readers latest experiences, developments and
emerging technologies that drive the use of Virtual Technologies in Engineering Education.
All subject related Engineering Education, where can be applied VR/AR. Potential topics include, but are
not limited to:





























Virtual (VR), augmented (AR) and mixed (MR) reality environments development and use in
engineering education.
Immersive gaming and edutainment.
3D objects recognition and processing (geometric modeling, methods for modeling and rendering
complex geometry, structure and behaviors)
VR systems hardware and software.
Computer graphics and objects techniques (information and objects visualization and animation).
Advanced display and immersive projection technology
Multi-user and distributed VR systems
Human-computer Interaction (haptics, audio, and other visual and non-visual interfaces)
Tracking & Sensing
Modeling and simulation related to VR
Presence and cognition technologies
Applications on VR, AR or MR
Augmented Reality in Scientific Visualization
Mobile Augmented Reality
AR-based Navigation and Information Systems
Location-based and Recognition-based Augmented Reality
Perceptual Issues in Augmented Reality
Issues in Combining Augmented, Virtual and Real Realities
Augmented Reality in Large and Complex Environments
Collaborative AR Environments
Interaction and navigation in VR and MR
Underlying & supporting technologies
Display technologies
Alternative computing environments
CAVE and multi–participant environments
Head mounted displays
Devices of Visualization
Visualization and image rendering

Before manuscript submission authors should carefully read ‘Aims & Scope’ of the EURASIA Journal of
Mathematics, Science, & Technology Education (http://www.ejmste.com/Sayfa1.aspx?kimlik=1 ), and
particularly ‘Instructions for Authors’ (http://ejmste.com/Sayfa1.aspx?kimlik=4 ).
Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript using the online
submission system, http://www.editorialsystem.com/ejmste/login/ or vare2013@ull.edu.es according to
the following timetable:
Manuscript Due
First Round of Reviews
Publication Date

April 30, 2016
July 1, 2016
November 15, 2016

